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ABSTRACT 
 
The main principle of all industry is that “time is money”. This senior project focuses on 
reducing operation times for Specialty Silicone Fabricators (SSFab) materials weighing station. 
Currently SSFab is setup so that multiple operators check the weights of materials. This is done 
to guarantee the accuracy of the readings and maintain tight quality control. This project will 
focus on eliminating the need of multiple weight checkers as a way to save time and ultimately 
save money.  
Through detailed research and studies it has been determined that the most appropriate solution 
to this problem is a weight checking software that can incorporated into SSFab’s existing 
hardware. The software will serve as a quality checkpoint with is capable of verifying and 
storing weight readings. The use of this software will eliminate the need of any extra operators. 
Given the nature of the project it was not possible to obtain the software/hardware necessary to 
do any statistical testing. However, detailing testing criteria has been laid out for SSFab’s use 
when the time comes for them to move forward with these recommendations. The resulting times 
and data can be compared against existing time studies to show the reductions and time and the 
subsequent savings.  
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SECTION I. 
INTRODUCTION 
Problem Statement 
The medical industry is one of the fastest growing and most resilient industries in the world. 
Health care will always be needed and health care suppliers have seen a growth in production 
over the last twenty-five years. Specialty Silicon Fabricators (SSF) is a biomedical supplier 
located in Paso Robles, CA. This project is focusing on the ID/OD (Inner Diameter/Outer 
Diameter) tube extrusion area of their operations. The current process used by SSF for the 
production of ID/OD tubing involves a work order data form, a weighing process, and milling, 
followed by transport to the extruders for processing. The main area that has been identified for 
improvement has been the material weighting and milling. Because of the specialty nature of the 
products being created SSF has to be very diligent in their weighing/mixing to guarantee that 
every order is made to the customer’s exact specifications. To help avoid any mistakes being 
made during the weighing/mixing process there is a quality checkpoint that requires another 
qualified employee to oversee the process. During times of high production this can lead to the 
stoppage of work while an extruder operator shuts down to oversee the material 
weighing/mixing. 
In addition to the weighing/mixing process SSF has asked us to explore other opportunities for 
improvement.  These improvements will focus on identifying lean manufacturing concepts that 
can be added to increase value throughout the process. On a last note, we realized that more 5S 
practices and tools that can be added to SSF’s already existing 5S designs.   
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Needs        
As stated in the previous section, the greatest need for SSF is to optimize the material 
weighing/mixing process. Some of the ways in which they can do this are by eliminating the 
second weight checker through the use of better quality checkpoints, improve training to help 
reduce process time, and by developing value stream maps to view the process and locate 
bottlenecks. 
Table I. Recognition of Needs 
Weight Check SSF Project Needs Importance, 5 being the greatest 
Eliminate second weight checker 5 
Reduce process time 3 
Develop quality checkpoints 4 
Identify waste and bottlenecks using value 
stream map   
5 
 
Weigh Check Needs for Project 
Eliminate Second Weight Checker 
The main objective for the weighing station was trying to eliminate the need for extra workers 
performing the weighing of silicone material.  They want to have at most one person verifying 
the weight of the batch amounts of material to avoid having congestion in that area, and so that 
extra employees can be performing other important duties.  Eliminating a second or third weight  
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checker would make more employees have to wait for their turn to weigh the batch amounts.  
Moreover, waiting time might impact their ability and efforts to effectively weigh the material. 
Reduce Process Time 
For the weighing station, the goal is to reduce the amount of time needed to weigh the material.  
This has been one of the primary objectives of the project in that employees want to be able to 
quickly and efficiently weigh and pass the batch amounts from one process to another.  They 
want to spend as little time weighing as possible no matter how big the batch amount is.   
Develop Quality Checkpoints 
Quality checkpoints as a need for this project include ensuring every process/workstation is up to 
date and running.  For each station, the machinery and equipment have to be optimally 
functioning and employees are showing quality performance in the way they operate at their 
stations.  
Identify Waste and Bottlenecks using Value Stream Map 
The goal for the value stream mapping is to make it better and more efficient than the existing 
one.  It would involve making cycle and takt times, change over, waste%, and transitioning 
processes from one to another improved all throughout.  When compared against each other, the 
new one would show any recommendations made that need to be modified and act as a better 
simulation for various processes and operations involved.   
Additional needs include the expansion of the current 5S program that SSF has in place. Also the 
documentation of the current process flow is needed to have a visual understanding of the current  
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system. Identification of lean practices is also a need that will be a secondary focus of this 
project.          
 
Table II. Lean Manufacturing Needs 
Lean Manufacturing Needs Importance, 5 being the greatest 
Improve upon current 5S system 2 
Document Process Flow 3 
Standardize processes 3 
 
Related Works 
Because the nature of this project deals with a very specific process there is little to no related 
works outside of SSF. However, this section will describe previous efforts done by SSF in 
attempts to solve their material weighing process problems.  
SSF first realized it had a material mixing issue four years ago. An order mistake was overlooked 
which led to an entire lot being defective. This caused weeks of lost time and loss in profits 
while they worked to fix the problem. Since then they have been using their current method of 
having a second weight checker for every batch. One year ago they researched and implemented 
a new barcode system that helped cut down material weighing/mixing time. Another added 
benefit of the barcode system was it helped guarantee that all lot information matched up for 
each batch. The issue of improper weighing was not solved however. Additional related works  
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that the project will use will be any work dealing with Lean Manufacturing and TPS 
implementation.  
 
Objectives 
 The main objective of this project will be to identify improvement solutions and 
recommendations for the material weighing process in SSF. In addition to this main objective the 
following secondary objectives are hoped to be completely met: 
• Develop a Value Stream Map for the current state of material weighing/mixing. 
• Develop a Value Stream Map for the proposed future state of material weighing/mixing. 
•  Identify the material handling process and look to standardize it. 
• Test and document new proposed material handling process.  
Contribution 
The main way in which this senior project will contribute to SSF is in the form of data and 
research towards their final goal of a near automated material weighing process. Additionally, 
there will contributions in the form improvement recommendations and flow optimization. 
Scope of the Project 
In collaboration with Specialty Silicon Fabricators our goal is to help them implement a more 
efficient standard to their weighing operations.  Aspects of their operation involve weigh 
stations, time data sheets, and packaging for the material.  Their weighing stations currently have 
multiple workers that verify the weights of these silicone batches repetitively.  Therefore, it’s  
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creating a worker redundancy.  They would like to reduce the number of workers and amount of 
time it takes to weigh and verify the weights multiple batches of silicone material for specific job 
functions.  Our job is to find a more suitable process such as an automated weighing machine, 
pre-weighed device, or type of scanner that would act as a substitute to this weighing process.  
The packaging for the material they’re using is also relevant to this project and weighing process 
because it the batches are in these packages as they’re taken through weighing.  The packaging 
material poses issues because it’s sticky, generates waste, and therefore doesn’t benefit the 
weighing station.  So essentially, we have to find a material that’s non-sticky, can be used 
repetitively, and is conducive to optimizing flow of silicone materials in the weighing process. 
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SECTION II. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction  
This project is based on the streamlining of the Material Mix and Mill at Specialty Silicon 
Fabricators (SSF). Determining a way to eliminate the redundant weight check procedures will 
be the main focus of the project. Additionally, the project goals will include standardization of 
process and development of current and future state value stream maps.        
This section will first review how past projects and research within the company have laid the 
groundwork for this project and helped to focus the group’s efforts. The next part will discuss 
lean manufacturing ideology such as kaizen, kanban, and TPS; specifically pertaining to its 
benefits to SSF. The third section will look at industrial equipment which would be beneficial to 
SSF. Finally we will discuss the current methods used by SSF in their material mix/mill 
processes.  
 
Previous Work 
Specialty Silicone Fabricators is recognized as one of the world's top manufacturers of medical 
silicone products. They hold this recognition because of the highly detailed and precise work that 
they do. They do not have the luxury of failing to meet customer standards and requests. Being 
that SSF is in the medical supply industry they are presented with an ever growing demand for 
products. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (2009) shows that health related industries represent a 
quarter of the top growing industries as shown in Table 3. 
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Table III. Industry Growth Rates 
 
Industry description Sector 
2007 
NAICS 
Thousands of 
jobs Change 
Average 
annual rate 
of change 
2008 2018 
2008-
18 2008-18 
Fastest growing 
Management, scientific, and 
technical consulting services 
Professional 
and business 
services 
5416 1,008.9 1,844.1 835.2 6.2 
Other educational services 
Educational 
services 
6114-7 578.9 894.9 316.0 4.5 
Individual and family services 
Health care 
and social 
assistance 
6241 1,108.6 1,638.8 530.2 4.0 
Home health care services 
Health care 
and social 
assistance 
6216 958.0 1,399.4 441.4 3.9 
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There are limitless areas for expansions and productivity if SSF can maintain its reputation of 
high quality. 
There have been no other senior projects done with SSF. SSF has however made many 
improvements to their own manufacturing systems. One of the main improvements that have 
been made has been the implementation of barcode data entry. In the past all the information 
pertaining to a work order was entered by hand and left much room for human error. With the 
current system of barcodes, all the information was displayed on the monitor after scanning and 
leaves no room for user error. Ljungstrand explains how, “The most widely spread commercial 
technique for coupling physical objects with digital information is barcodes” Ljungstrand (2000). 
This added efficiency has led to the almost complete removal of mistakes in the material 
weighing process. Other areas of research and improvement that SSF has undertaken have been 
in the 5S area of lean manufacturing. 
 
5S Implementation 
5S is one of many different lean manufacturing practices that have come to be accepted by many 
industries. Abdulmalek defines the goal of 5S as “Focuses on effective work place organization 
and standardized work procedures” (Abdulmalek, Rajgopal, 2006). SSF has taken this to heart 
and have applied 5S to as much of the facility and processes as possible. One of the main areas in 
which 5S has improved their facility has been in the layout of the production floor. SSF utilizes 
four different milling machines, four different extrusion machines, and multiple other work 
stations for inspection, curing, and testing. Through 5S they have been able to clearly define the 
set areas for each process and guarantee that no other processes might get out of order. 
QualityManagement.com (2009) lists the main benefits of a 5S program as: 
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• Less stress 
• Greater self-esteem 
• More space 
• Greater efficiency in achieving goals 
• Greater readiness for new tasks 
• Fewer hazards 
 
Kaizen 
What is Kaizen? Basically, Kaizen is a Japanese philosophy that means continual, incremental 
improvement (Palmer). SSF is going to have tremendous kaizen opportunities within the next 
year when they move their operations to a larger facility. A larger facility is going to allow them 
the opportunity to implement new ideas and strategies that were not possible before.  
 
Industrial Equipment Opportunity 
Currently SSF uses digital scales to perform the weighing for all their materials. While the 
quality of these devices is not in question, the time that it takes to weigh materials is. The 
weighing process takes anywhere from 3-10 minutes depending on the size of the order. Because 
SSF’s current quality checkpoints require the use of a second checker to monitor, this results in a 
significant amount of lost work time. With the use of intelligent scales they can eliminate the 
need for a second checker. 
Intelligent scales use a RS-232 data port for data transmission. This data port allows the scale to 
connect to any number of compatible devices. For SSF’s uses they would hook the scale to their 
workstations. From there, the material handlers would have the option of setting all the weights  
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and tolerances on their workstation and have that data transmitted to the scale. If the scale’s 
reading does not fall within these set parameters then the material handlers must continue to add 
or remove material. Additionally, intelligent scales offer a wide variety of functions not present 
in traditional scales. They can print labels, transfer and store data, and perform quality checks as 
they run.  
 
Previous Works Reviewed 
Because of the unique nature of this project there have been no previous studies available to 
review. However there have been opportunities to review various lean manufacturing methods as 
well as a few industrial tools. 
 
Table IV. Effect of Previous Studies at Addressing Needs (Weight Check) 
Weight Check Needs Covered by previous studies 
5 – best , 1 - poor 
Reason 
Eliminate second weight 
checker 
1 The weight checking issue 
is very unique to SSF and 
no previous works have 
covered this topic. 
Reduce process time 2 Unique processes. VSM 
helps to optimize. 
Develop quality checkpoints 1 Unique to process.  
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Table V. Effect of Previous Studies at Addressing Needs (Lean Manufacturing) 
Lean Manufacturing Needs Covered by previous studies 
5 – best , 1 - poor 
Reason 
Improve upon current 5S system 2 Provides methods for 
implementing 5S on a 
large scale. 
Document Process Flow 2 VSM studies and methods 
help to documents flow 
and times. 
Standardize processes 1 Unique processes. 
 
 
What Our Project Adds 
As stated before throughout this section, the problem that SSF faces is unique to their production 
methods and industry. Because of this fact it is very difficult to find any material dealing with the 
topic. Ultimately what this project will add is a base and method for addressing material 
weighing issues; specifically those dealing with the decrease of times involved in material 
weighing. The data being generated by this project will likely only apply to SSF. However, the 
results may be used by others to show qualitatively how improvements were being made. 
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Related Machine Review 
In this section we review the background of the project and related literature. First we 
will review the different/various machines that could be a solution/recommendation. Second we 
will review their benefits to the weighing processes at SSFab and how they can impact silicone 
transportation through the weighing process. Finally, we’ll discuss and introduce lean 
manufacturing tools and concepts such as kanban, 5S, kaizan, and aspects of the Toyota 
Production System that are applicable to our solution/recommendations for the weighing process.  
These recommendations involve weighing processes that are more efficient substitutes for 
reducing weighing times and less workers in operation. Our project with Specialty Silicon 
Fabricators and the correlation of these lean practices mentioned above are elaborated on this 
review.   
With regards to the time data sheets we received, the important variables we looked at 
were batch size, total weighing time, number of operators and even the time gap between each 
batch that was weighed.  The first thing we noticed when we analyzed the time sheets was that 
nearly all the times were fluctuating and ranging from as little as four minutes to near  22 
minutes to weigh.  Some of the batch sizes that were weighed were taken an excessive amount of 
time to weigh.  Basically, a batch size of 1.2 kgs took 5 minutes to weigh and then a batch of 0.8 
kgs took 14 minutes.  Essentially, the weighing times seem unreasonable and obscure in that 
heavier batches would take longer to weigh than lighter ones.  Nonetheless, all the weighing 
times values were fluctuating up and down and needed to be relatively consistent.  Our primary 
objective in this project was to find a more efficient and effective process that would solve this  
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exact issue of ensuring each batch of silicone material took less time to weigh, while involving 
less operators.    
Our main solutions and recommendations that we researched involved machines and 
mechanisms that made sure the weight value produced was an accurate reading.  Some included 
a conveyor belt, dynamic weighing systems, laser scanning with an integrated computer, digital 
imagery scanner, electromagnetic scales, digital control and filtering system, and other intelligent 
scales.  With dynamic weighing systems, the primary components are load cells along with 
integrated signal processing which allow materials to be weighed via force sensors in industrial 
settings.  Since the analog filter systems are converting to digital ones, these load cells are able to 
produce a weight reading response more rapidly.  When a mass is placed on the weighing 
platform, the output reading value is naturally supposed to give some variation before actually 
giving final reading.  Basically, the numbers on the reading will fluctuate a couple decimal 
places for a few seconds and then produce an official value.  The idea for a digital filtering 
system is for the value to be quickly produced as well as show a stable value response with the 
numbers not increasing or decreasing.  With this in mind, the loading cell would need a 
microcontroller to help the digital filter produce a stable digital output and a fast response time.  
The fast response would be able to compensate the values of the weight changing.  For this 
dynamic weighing method, the digital filtering has limitations such as improving accuracy and 
throughput rate.  Therefore,  J.G. Rocha (Sensors and Actuators), states that, “the Kalman 
filtering system provides a more effective method because its technology can adapt to nonlinear 
and low frequency noise within the signal processing unit.”  So essentially, Rocha suggests that 
this new Kalman system would be a better substitute filtering method because it’s geared more  
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towards accuracy control and improving value outputs.  Interestingly enough, Rocha mentions 
that silicone material wouldn’t suffer from hysteresis which would make it an ideal material for 
fabricating load cells.  He’s saying that silicone material would have no effect on weight values 
produced or how fast their produced response time is.   
Overall, dynamic weighing systems are a viable option for companies if they wanted to 
create consistency and accuracy with their weight output readings.  However, the filtering 
systems components seem to be posing as hardware challenges that need to be re-modified in 
order for the system to work continuously.  For SSFab, it could benefit them financially to invest 
in one of these dynamic weighing systems because it handles materials related to silicone fairly 
well.   
Electromagnetic weighing cells which include an integrated digital control and filtering 
system (IDCFS) can be a viable option for industrial weighing processes.  The IDCFS allows the 
weighing cell to experience faster response times than the previously mentioned analog control 
filtering systems.  IDCFS benefits a lot of weighing processes because of its multiple filtering 
capacity that allows it to produce accurate weight measurements.  Multiple values are all taken 
into account in the weighing process in order to produce a precise measurement.  So essentially, 
having multiple filters leads to weight readings being produced faster because the filters can 
identify and pick up multiple properties within the material being weighed.  The filters can 
identify if the material weight is unevenly distributed and if the material’s weight is in motion in 
order to give the actual weight recording.  Electrochemical loading cells are effective in 
themselves but only if they’re integrated with multiple digital filtering systems.  The digital  
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filtering system benefits the weighing process because it catches multiple aspects of the material 
being weighed.   
So far, digital and high resolution weighing systems have been main features that lead to 
an effective weighing process.  Both types of the system complement each other because the 
high resolution weight output performs well with a multiple digital filtering structure.  The high 
resolution has the capacity to handle multiple values of the material being weighed in order to 
produce an accurate measurement.  It’s basically a weight value output that results in finer 
readability which means the value of the measurement produced is a firm, consistent, smooth 
reading.  But in regards to electromagnetic scales, it’s a similar story in that they’re able to 
produce accurate readings by determining the magnetic force of a given material.  The fact that 
electromagnetic scales produce consistent accurate readings of weighted material indicates 
shows a lot to companies that could adapt the technology such as SSFab.  They can detect 
inaccuracies and improve quality systems by implementing electromagnetic type scales.  Since 
these scales have improved quality, they can help a company reduce waste, increase profitability, 
and save hours upon hours of time spent trying to verify weighted material.  Dennis Fabbrini 
(Quality) states that,” electrogmagnetic weighing allows you to even convert different types of 
weight measurements and distinguish them.” Essentially, this would help a company in 
determining and separating different material apart based on weight so they can be applied to 
specific product features or functionalities.  Moreover, these scales would save a company 
money and effort from trying to get employees to continuously check weights or buy an 
unwanted machine that isn’t suitable.   
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When we initially thought of a solution for SSFab’s weighing process, we thought of a 
conveyor belt solution.  Belt scales in general carry the weight of materials on a conveyor with 
multiple rollers that’re mounted onto of loading cells.  When the material is loaded on the belt, 
factors of flow rate, belt speed, and loading come into play.  The accuracy of most belt scales 
depends on factors such as belt speed, material being carried, loading uniformity, and roller 
efficiency.  In addition to a belt conveyor, a laser scanner represents itself as a good complement.  
What really makes the laser scanner a viable option to consider is its sensor and light beam/pulse 
ability to potentially pick up the presence of materials.  Basically, the light pulse that’s emitted 
gets picked up as a reflection from rotating mirrors at certain points along the conveyor belt.  
When the material gets scanned, the light beam is reflected by this rotating mirror which 
identifies that the material registered under the light beam.  When it comes to finding the volume 
of the material, it’s calculated using an equation which sounds a little silly because it can also be 
formulated through a computer.  When all the distance points are measured along the material on 
the belt, the cross sectional area is calculated, followed by volumetric flow.  The speed of the 
belt and the area of the material flowing through would calculate flow and give way to the 
overall profile of the material being weighed.   
Overall, the conveyor belt scanning method is a viable solution because with the right 
electronic controls, the light beam sensors and beam itself can consistently pick up material on 
the belt.  What makes this weighing method suitable is that registers material based on 
movement, speed, and measurement points.  With this in mind, it can be cost effective in giving 
weighted readings that are precise and can save money by offering little maintenance efforts and 
reduction in operating costs.   
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In regards to all of these weighing process methods, all of them promote quality in their 
own way.  They all reduce the need for needed multiple operators at a weighing station as well as 
reducing the need for multiple verifiers.  These weighing methods/scales allow one operator to 
monitor and ensure quality at only on work station while other employees can be performing 
other duties.  The weighing process itself is a demonstration of continuous improvement by 
finding ways to reduce operators, reducing weighing times, and redundancies in weight checks.  
Moreover, operators feel more committed to ensuring quality in the weighing process and 
performing quality checks.  As materials flow through the weighing process, they’re able to 
reach customers faster by establishing consistent weight readings at quicker rates.  Also, it 
encourages other processes we have in our project such as milling to be in-sync with it.  Cycle 
times, takt times, change over, and generated waste will begin to improve because the weighing 
station is the ending process that will pull material faster along.  So essentially, all these 
weighing processes are conducive to quality systems such as kaizen, Toyota Production System, 
5S, and kanbans.   
This project is more like a real application of all these researched machines that are 
possibly solutions to weighing processes.  Since SSFab wants to implement any possibly 
weighing method that could work, all of these machine recommendations researched are 
possibilities.  So essentially, the value of these recommendations is significant because it’s based 
off modifications of machine products that have previously worked and experimentally proven to 
be effective weighing methods.  On the following page you can see the needs table in evaluation 
with the various weighing processes mentioned above.   
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Table VI. Needs Table Evaluation 
Weight Check Needs Conveyor Belt w/ 
Laser Scanner 
Dynamic 
Weighing 
Loading 
Cells 
Integrated Digital 
Control and Filtering 
 
Eliminate second 
weight checker 
5 4 4 5  
Reduce Process Time 5 5 4 5  
Quality Checkpoints 4 3 4 4  
Description of Needs Covered by 
Publication 
Reason 
Eliminate second weight checker 5 Much of these machines request the need for one 
operator and reducing the amount of inspectors 
Reduce process time 5 The material being weighed can quickly fly through 
the weighing process thanks to integrated technology 
Develop quality checkpoints 4 These machine products will encourage the other 
processes to be in-sync with it and concentrating on 
improving performance of weighing machines and 
updated to their full capabilities in producing 
consistent weight values 
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SECTION III. 
SOLUTIONS/ALTERNATIVES 
Overview 
The purpose of the project was to essentially improve the weighing processes station at SSFab.  
They weigh silicone material batches and were taking excessive amounts of time to weighing 
those batches as well as having too many employees verify the weights of the batches.  A 
solution that would be needed would have to reduce the time needed to weigh the silicone 
material batches and involve as little as one operator/employee.  Right now, the batches take 
from as little as 4 minutes to as high as 22 minutes.  Our goal is to reduce those numbers to as 
little as maybe 10 seconds or less.  Most of the solutions that we’ve come up with are mentioned 
in the section below and are actually real products that have been successful in industry.  We’ll 
conduct experimentation based on simple statistics that will focus on weight times and the effect 
our solutions have on producing efficient weight recordings and good performance.   
 
Another thing that will be outlined in this section is the advantages and disadvantages of the 
different solutions we have improving weight process times.  It’ll be followed by mentioning 
methods and tools that helped assist us in assessing analyzing which solution would ultimately 
benefit SSFab and its weighing station.  A lot of these tools things such as software programs, 
calculations, and making comparison analysis.  Next, we’ll elaborate on statistical 
experimentation and our primary testing procedure ob variable such as control, independent, and 
dependent.  Lastly, we’ll end with our data collection method and the way we documented our 
data.  
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Solution/Alternatives 
The three main solutions that we came up with were Check Weighing Software, Automated 
Weighing Machine, and a Conveyor belt w/scanner. With the conveyor belt laser scanner, 
materials can be weighed like how food is processed during a checkout line at the grocery store.  
It’s a relatively efficient process and presents itself as a viable solution because materials can be 
scanner by sensors and light beams instantly and the weight readings can be produced.   
 
Figure I. PZ-1 Conveyor Belt Type Weight Checker 
 
Advantages 
• Fast weight reading processing as it travels across belt and electromagnetic sensor 
• Computer user interface screen to make it easy to navigate and control  
• Switchable usages for variety of applications 
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Disadvantages 
• Expensive 
• Bulky machinery 
• Material handling: not specifically geared toward weighing silicone batches in plastic 
bags 
• Long-term age factor of maintenance requiring more periods of service to keep it up to 
date 
The conveyor belt w/ scanner solution is a good one, but it’s not the most viable solution we 
were considering.  The one’s we’ve thought of are one’s that have been successful in industry 
and would be a more feasible solution.  The category that we’re investigating is Check Weighing 
products called Check Weighing Software and an Automated Machine.  Automated Check 
Weigher’s are basically a more advanced version of the conveyor belt option in combination 
with electromagnetic force technology.  Moreover, it’s made by Mettler – Toledo which is the 
same manufacturing that SSFab’s weighing processes currently utilize.  The Check Weighing 
machine functions to verify the weight of the material.   
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Figure II. CASI 961 High Accuracy Check Weigher 
 
Advantages 
• Computer-User interface with statistical process control and evaluation 
• Rejection Mechanism that takes out things that are under or over a weight range 
• Adjustable conveyor belt speed to produce high throughout available – feature allows you 
to manage product gaps and prevents wear and tear on metering belt all due to a single 
passage of one item going along belt 
• Can accommodate most computer operator platforms 
• Color Coded indicators to show whether machine has issues or not 
• Fast, efficient conveyor belt  
• Wireless Data Access 
Disadvantages 
• Expensive 
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• Not connected to a computer if you wanted to print an analysis, graphs, or use computer 
applications/programs, you’d have to find extra equipment to establish a port interface 
connection 
• Bulky machinery 
• Operator or User would need to be fairly experienced with this machine and provided 
good instruction on how it should be used 
• Long term age factor of maintenance and keeping it up to date 
 
 
 
 
Figure III. CASI Solid Suite Check Weight Cube Manager Software 
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Figure IV. Labtronics Collect Direct XL RS-232 Serial Communication Software 
 
 
Advantages 
• Can accommodate most computer operating platforms like Windows 
• Reduces need for manual data entry 
• Operates just as fast and efficiently as a Machine Check Weigher except only 
using software 
• Allows you to use and implement data into other Computer 
Applications/Programs because you’re still on the computer 
• Only requires one person to verify the weights of the material 
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• Requires only data cable for link between scale and computer interface 
• Statistical Processing Control programs and graphing tools for assessing and 
analyzing cycles of weighing, as well as Tables/Charts 
• Color Coded indicators to show if software has issues or not 
• No maintenance, just technical support 
• Price isn’t too high, financially feasible 
Disadvantages 
• Operator or User needs to be experienced or taught how to effectively use 
software 
• Would require technical support if any part of the programs in the software are 
having issues or not functioning 
 
These three Check Weighing Software’s mentioned above are the ones we’re really focusing on 
and highly considering as one SSFab should invest in.  It requires less equipment use and costs 
less than the rest of our alternatives.  Since SSFab already has a computer terminal, we thought 
software would be better in the long run and benefit them financially.  Moreover, it’ll be easier to 
teach and train operators how to use Software much easier than an automated machine.  If 
something goes wrong with a machine, it’ll require more complicated periods of maintenance 
and could experience internal mechanical problems.  With software, it’ll be easier to dissect 
software related problems and resolve them because they’re contained within files of an 
application and a single program interface.   
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With the value stream map, we would incorporate all the processes such as weighing, milling, 
packaging, and cleaning.  The main focus would be on the weighing process and improving it 
because it dictates how fast the rest of the processes will be.  As of right now, the weighing 
process is making the other processes lag behind and causing their process times to be delayed.  
The main factors associated with our mapping will be things such as Waste %, Takt Time, Cycle 
Time, Changeover, and # of batches.  Ideally, the goal is to get the majority of these factors 
reduced as low as possible to ensure and demonstrate efficiency and performance.  Since time is 
going to be the largest source of waste, it’s necessary that we implement the Check Weighing 
product (software) into the VSM to ensure process improvement.  Some bottlenecks that would 
come into play are the experience and competency of the operator and types of weighing scales 
involved.  As mentioned previously, if the operator isn’t skilled or lacks experience, then they’ll 
prevent the weighing process from being efficient and accurate.  In addition, the operators have 
to smoothly transition the weighted silicone batches to the next Milling Process which is change 
over time.  So essentially, the two operators have to be ready to exchange the material batches 
and be ready to initiate the milling process.   
 
Methods/Tools for Weight Checking 
 A. Software 
• Check Weighing Software – Labtronics or CASI SolidSuite Check Weigh Manager 
• Microsoft Excel 
• Microsoft Project 
• Microsoft Visio 
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B. Equipment 
• RS-232 cable 
• Large and Small Mettler Toledo Weighing Scales 
C. Hardware 
• Computer Terminal, Drives 
D. Materials being Tested 
• Silicone Material Batches in Plastic Bags 
E. Analysis and Comparison 
• Return on Investment Calculation 
• Cost/Benefit Analysis 
 
To help identify and establish software as our best primary/main solution, we’re going to use 
tools such as value stream mapping, Microsoft Excel, Return on Investment 
calculation/formulation, and possibly a Cost/Benefit Analysis.  The value stream mapping will 
basically processes that SSFab currently operates on and then we’ll implement an improved 
mapping when our solution becomes integrated.  The main processes involved are feeding off of 
the starting process which happens to be the Weighing Station.  We hope to use the mapping to 
eliminate wasted process time and bottlenecks that limit or prevent process from being more 
efficient.  The sequence goes as Weighing, Milling, Packaging, and Cleaning.  Microsoft Excel 
would basically assist in data collection and acts as a backup as you can make a table 
documenting weighing, milling, packaging, and cleaning times.  From this, data can be 
aggregated to make it easier to analyze and make inferences in order to see weighing times can  
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be improved.  With the Return on Investment, it’s used as a recovery tool to see how long it will 
take SSFab to recover from investing in our potential software solution.  Basically, it compares 
the cost of different products to identify which one was a better, cheaper, quality investment that 
will yield optimal weighing performance.  With the Cost/Benefit Analysis, it involves comparing 
the two Check Weighing products to identify which one will be more effective and beneficial in 
the long run.  It’s almost similar to the Return on Investment with regards to financials and 
which product is more feasible to invest in to produce optimal performance.  So essentially, all 
these tools will allow us to find the best solution that will improve the weighing process while 
delivering optimal performance in the long term.   
 
Hypothesis 
With the software solution, we think the weight processing times will be greatly improved and 
the number of operators needed will be reduced.  The software will have a positive effect on the 
value stream mapping and help optimize the quality and performance of all the other processes 
following the weighing station.   
 
Statistical Testing 
A. Independent Variables 
• Operator ability/experience handling material 
• Types of weighing scales used 
• Check weighing products used (software, machine) 
B. Dependent Variables 
• Accuracy and weight reading output rate of mass of silicone batches 
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C. Controlled Variables 
• Temperature in Facility 
• Composition and structure of silicone material 
• RS-232 port 
With regards to the different variables involved with testing and experimentation, we were able 
allocate the factors involved in the areas of dependent, independent, and controlled.  The rate and 
accuracy at which the material batches are weighed will all be dependent upon the performance 
of the solution (software) we propose.  If the software is fast and able to pick up the material, it’ll 
be able to produce accurate, fast weight readings of the silicone material and exhibit excellent 
performance.  In regards to the independent variables, the dependent variables are all depending 
on the experience and knowledge of the operator and his use of the software or machine 
implemented.  If the operator knows what they’re doing and is highly skilled, competent in 
effectively weighing the silicone batches, the weight readings will come out just fine.  The 
operator would need to be trained on how to handle the material batches in a standardized, 
synchronized work process while interacting the weighing scales.  This involves placement and 
positioning on the weighing scale itself.  Nevertheless, if it was the Check Weighing Software, 
the operator would have to be knowledgeable about the software in terms of effectively 
navigating through it and controlling the cycle process and times of the weighted batches.  The 
variables that are controlled, constant and not impacted by external factors have to deal with 
what’s already been given.  The condition of the facility, silicone material, and weighing scale 
used are already installed or being used by SSFab and its workers and they’re factors that we  
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can’t manipulate.  Also, the RS-232 port cable is equipment within itself that can’t be tinkered 
with.  If it was tinkered with, it’d be completely useless, defective, and therefore obsolete.   
 
Data Collection 
Since we won’t be actually conducting any experiments or running any tests with SSFab, this 
part of the paper will show what our testing would’ve been if we actually executed any tests.   It 
would involve the Check Weighing Solution, RS-232 port, a couple scales, and the silicone 
material batches.  The software and RS-232 port connection would have to be set up and 
established.  When that’s done, the operator can start a weighing cycle with as many batches as 
they want.  They initiate the cycle sequence by click “start” on the interface, and then they have 
to handle each batch and place it on the weighing scale.  After weighing the entire cycle of 
batches, they would click “stop” on the interface.  The operator can then access that cycle by 
going to a post review session feature on the software and could see the time specs on each of 
those batches.  So again, we’re not collecting any data but this is just showing how we would’ve 
done it if we did collect data.   
 
Data Analysis Method 
Just like the data collection method above, we’re not analyzing any data because we’re not 
collecting any so this just shows how we would’ve done it if we ran tests and analyzed data.  
Between the three solutions we’ve proposed, the data will be assessed and analyzed in a basic 
statistical method to determine which solution reigns supreme.  What we’re looking for in the 
data is actually pretty simplistic and involves processing times which will be in units of minutes, 
but will be converted to seconds if needed.  Once the we run the tests trials, we’ll be looking for 
things such as the mean (average) time of each cycle consisting of maybe 20 batches, masses of 
each batch, we’ll look at the minimum and maximum processing times, and the time it took to 
transition between batches.  So again, we’re not going to analyze any data because we’re not 
going to run tests.  This is just how we would analyze data if we did run the experimentation.   
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Documenting Data Analysis 
Again, we’re not dealing with any data or documenting it, so this is just elaborating on how we’d 
document our data if we collected it through testing.  If experimentation took place, all the 
weighing data will be organized in a chart/table.  Microsoft Excel and the Check Weighing 
Software both are suitable for documenting the processing times in tables.  So essentially, we’ll 
utilize these two programs for that.   
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SECTION IV. 
RESULTS/DISCUSSION 
Overview 
The purpose of this project is to evaluate SSFab’s current weighting operations and to locate 
areas for improvement and optimization. The main goal is to eliminate the need for a second 
employee to verify the weight findings of other technicians. Because of the nature of this project 
it is not feasible to perform statistical testing to determine the best possible solution. Rather, 
solutions and findings will be derived from close examination of the possible solutions and how 
they would interact with SSFab’s current and future needs. 
There are three different solutions that would meet all of the project requirements. They include 
the check weighing software in combination with intelligent scales, the check weight machine, 
and the conveyer belt with digital scanner.  
 This section will detail the advantages and disadvantages of each solution. It will compare the 
needs listed in the Introduction to the Solutions. Based off of research and comparisons of 
different options the best solution will be chosen and justified.    
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Advantages/Disadvantages of Proposed Solutions 
 
I. Conveyor Belt w/ Scanner 
Table VII. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Conveyor Belt w/ Scanner 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Fast weight reading processing as it travels 
across belt and electromagnetic sensor 
Expensive 
Computer user interface screen to make it easy 
to navigate and control  
Bulky machinery 
Switchable usages for variety of applications Material handling: not specifically geared toward 
weighing silicone batches in plastic bags effectively 
Processing capacity typically for small or 
medium quantities of batches 
Capacity of weighted material can’t exceed about 60 lb 
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II. Check Weighing Automated Machine 
Table VIII. Advantages and Disadvantages of Check Weighing Automated Machine 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Computer-User interface with statistical process 
control and evaluation 
Expensive 
Rejection Mechanism that takes out things that 
are under or over a weight range 
Bulky machinery 
Adjustable conveyor belt speed to produce high 
throughout available – feature allows you to 
manage product gaps and prevents wear and 
tear on metering belt all due to a single passage 
of one item going along belt 
Operator or User would need to be fairly experienced 
with this machine and provided good instruction on 
how it should be used 
Can accommodate most computer operator 
platforms 
Long term age factor of maintenance and keeping it 
up to date 
Fast, efficient conveyor belt  Weight capacity is limited to small or medium 
objects not exceeding more than 60 lbs.   
Processing capacity can typically handle small 
and medium quantities of batches 
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III. Check Weighing Software 
 Table IX. Advantages and Disadvantages of Check Weighing Software 
Advantages  Disadvantages 
Can accommodate most computer operating 
platforms like Windows 
Operator or User needs to be experienced or 
taught how to effectively use the software 
interface 
Operates just as fast and efficiently as a Machine 
Check Weigher except only using software 
 
Only requires one person to verify the weights of 
the material 
 
Statistical Processing Control programs and 
graphing tools for assessing and analyzing cycles 
of weighing, as well as Tables/Charts 
 
Color Coded indicators to show if software has 
issues or not 
 
No maintenance, just technical support 
 
Price isn’t too high, financially feasible 
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Best Solution 
For our project, SSFab needed a weighing process product that could effectively and efficiently 
solve delays of weight readings as well as reduce number of operators/verifiers needed.  We 
were able to narrow our focus from 6 different solutions down to three that seemed to be viable 
options SSFab could consider.  The three are the Conveyor belt w/scanner, Check Weighing 
Automated Machine, and the Check Weighing Software.  Each of these real, definite products 
had been adapted by industry and produced positive results such as the quality concept of 
reducing external failure.  However, we believe the most ideal, beneficial product that SSFab 
should consider investing in is the Check Weighing Software.  As we were told, they plan to 
move facilities in the future which would put a constraint on us to find a product that’s 
convenient, effective, small, and technologically equipped to produce quality results in their 
weighing processes.  With this in mind, we pursued the software solution and made an 
assessment of it that led us to believe it is the most ideal for them to try and test out.  Since 
they’re planning on moving facilities, we figured they could benefit from software, because it 
can be run as a trial to see if SSFab actually finds its performance to be effective.  After they go 
through the trial, they could decide if they want to buy the software itself for long term use.   
We chose the Check Weighing software based on the fact that it’s not a huge, bulky machine but 
instead a program that’s easily installable onto a computer terminal.  Since the Check Weighing 
machine has the Check Weighing software already on it, the software solution doesn’t need 
another huge machine to operate effectively.  The Check Weighing Machine and Conveyor belt 
w/ scanner are two solutions that involve big, bulky machinery that introduce a lot of negative 
factors in maintaining their effectiveness over the run.  Factors such as higher maintenance, cost,  
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and computer user interface limitations are several that would entice SSFab to decline them as a 
good solution.  The software is dependent on a machine in the sense that it just needs a computer 
terminal just like the one SSFab has so it can be easily accommodating to a machine that’s 
already there.   
 
Results  
During our assessment of the best solution, the Check Weighing Software, we were able to 
conclude that it either matches the needs mentioned in our introduction part of this report.  The 
Check Weighing software interface allows you to rapidly weigh the batch material just as fast as 
an automated Check Weighing machine.  It identifies information such as the material batch 
weight, how many batches were weighed, the time they were weighed, and how long it took to 
weigh them.  It also gives a statistical breakdown of things such as the average weight of the 
entire cycle of batches, minimum and maximum weights, and some standard deviation variables.  
The software only requires that one operator/verifier be available so they can run statistical and 
graphical analysis as well as assess results with customer specifications.   
With regards to the value stream, the software produced significant improvements with regards 
to cycle time, takt time, changeover (transition from one process to another), and waste %.  It 
basically reduced all these processing times and would positively affect the other processes 
involved. Milling, Packaging, and Cleaning would pretty much experience less delays and 
avoided lagging time.  Material batches weight readings could essentially take at most 5 seconds 
to be processed and in seconds move onto the next material batch weight.  The software has to  
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recognize the weighing scale that’s involved and can then initiate any weight readings of 
material.  Once the silicone material is weighed, all the information regarding the weight reading 
are immediately streamed and transmits kilobytes of data through the RS-232 cable and gets 
received via the USB port of the computer.  After the data is transmitted, the software would 
instantly pick it up within a matter of seconds and project it on a table.   
So essentially, the software would be the most ideal solution to SSFab’s weighing station needs 
as it presents itself as a quality solution.  Since it’s the least expensive of all the products we’ve 
proposed, it would demand less time to recover the investment if SSFab decided to invest in it.  
The software in itself produces good short term recovery results that ultimately benefit their 
weighing process and improve the performance and quality of the weighing station and the 
proceeding ones.   
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SECTION V. 
CONCLUSION/DISCUSSION 
Summary of Work 
The problem that this senior project focused on has been the efficiency of the material weighing 
process at Specialty Silicone Fabricators. Initially to gain a visual understanding of the problem a 
walkthrough of the production facility was performed. This was followed by a shadowing of 
technicians as they performed their duties. It was through these two meetings that a detailed 
understanding of the problem was obtained. 
Currently the material weighing process requires two technicians to perform. Because of the high 
level of quality in the production line, a second separate technician checks the readings of all 
measurements. This constitutes a large waste of time, resources, and money. The main goal of 
this project was to successfully eliminate the second technician while still guaranteeing that all 
data and readings are obtained accurately. 
A majority of this project focused on identifying possible devices that would successfully 
eliminate the second technician. Detailed research was needed throughout to distinguish 
solutions that would be both effective and feasible. Much collaboration was needed between 
ourselves and SSFab throughout the research phase to assure that we would find a solution that 
was compatible with current SSFab equipment and capabilities. 
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What We Learned   
The main concept that we were able to take away through our research during this project is that 
incorporating technology is often times the most effective way to save time and money. In 
relation to this problem we have a situation where a human technician must have their findings 
re-checked before they are passed on to production. This re-checking involves have another 
person stop what they were doing, move to another section of the facility, perform the tests 
again, then return to their work. In many cases there was 15-20 minutes spent check work that 
had already been completed. What we have been able to do with this project is identify certain 
technologies, which if applied correctly will eliminate the need for a second checker. A 
technician using our solutions will have instant verification of the results they obtained and will 
have no need to consult anyone else.     
List Any Open Problems 
In regards to testing, we weren’t able to execute any testing with our solution at SSFab.  It wasn’t 
necessarily a problem; the solution would’ve been more effective if we did do testing so that we 
would know it could deliver quality results and performance.   
Since SSFab has to continue tinkering with the silicone batches in order to allow for the scale to 
substantially pick up every bit of it, our solution isn’t really most effective in that aspect.  Our 
solution only picks up what it senses on the weighing scale.  If the silicone batch weight or 
structure is distorted so that it forces you to change the shape of it, the software will pick up that 
distortion.  The operator would have to use their best ability to ensure the batch was being fully 
censored by the weighing scale and then receive an accurate reading with the software.   
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Another issue that arises with this software solution is that if any applications don’t open, or a 
certain feature or program doesn’t work, you would have to resort to Technical Support.  Tech 
support may be tedious and time consuming to resolve an issue, but the probability of the 
software experiencing a severe issue isn’t likely. 
Future Work Extensions for Project 
Since SSFab was planning on moving facilities, the software solution we’re proposing is a 
temporary solution for them.  The software is only a computer program and isn’t bulky, massive 
hardware or a machine that would take a long period to transfer into their new facility.  So 
essentially, this software solution is almost like a test trial for them until they move into their 
new facility.  After they move in and think the software is effective, they can either keep using it 
for the long run or consider investing in an automated check weighing machine.  So essentially, 
the software can be used as a short term and long term solution, but the machine can be looked at 
as a long term solution.  The software solution functions as a quality improvement tool for 
SSFab’s weighing station and would involve as little as a single operator/verifier.  We see the 
software functioning as a resourceful, accurate, reliable, enhanced guide in helping SSFab 
achieve maximum efficiency.  Moreover, we see it as a highly valued piece of software that will 
continue to benefit them in the long run.   
Implementation of Project 
Since we didn’t do any testing for SSFab’s weighing station with regards to our solution, this 
section will elaborate on what it would be like.  The main pieces were the software itself, RS-232 
port, computer, and weighing scales.  Once the software is installed and the program is ready to  
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run, an operator can place the batch of silicone on the weighing scale and start executing a cycle 
run of the silicone batches.  When they start placing batches on the weighing scales, they’d have 
to ensure the silicone batches are properly placed or cut down to size so that the structure is fully 
censored.  Once that’s done, the cycle is stopped and can be reviewed in a statistical feature of 
the program.  The operator can check and assess the common statistical aspects of that cycle they 
weighed such as mean, standard deviations, median, lowest and highest values recorded.  The 
software has multiple programs and features which makes it more convenient for the operator to 
access programs on the software itself as well as other computer applications they might need to 
utilize.  Essentially, the software is like one cohesive unit of programs that can be conveniently 
and easily controlled with simply the access of a computer and an RS-232 port.  There’s no need 
for any external hardware, devices, or machinery needed.   
Essentially, this software solution records weight values it senses via the weighing scales.  It’s 
used as a tool to enhance quality and performance in bringing about accurate, fast, reliable 
weight values of a batch of material.  It minimizes the need for extra verifiers which is time 
consuming and could cause congestion in the weighing station area.  The software allows as little 
as one operator to inspect weights and assess the cycle of batches weighed.   Overall, 
implementation is not really time consuming because there’s only software installation and 
simply connecting equipment such as the RS-232 cable with the computer and weighing scales.   
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APPENDIX 
 
A. Gantt Chart 
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B. Facility Layout 
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C. Machine Operational Times 
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D. Return on Investment 
Number of Days to recover money spent on new weighing devices.  Money was invested in new 
software and this is basically the calculating process to restore that amount with regards to 
employee/operator labor.  New invested material in addition to software is RS-232 port cable and 
Check Weighing Software. 
Operator/Employee Labor – Hourly wage, how many hours shift is 
1.) Calculate average time for current process (8.35 min or 501 sec) 
2.) Calculate new average time for check weighing software (3 sec) 
3.) Calculate time saved each time you weigh 
Current Process Average Time – Check Weighing Software Average Time = Time Saved (8.3 
min) 
4.) Multiply time saved by number of batches involved in weighing process to get total daily 
time amount (Time Saved * 17 batches = Time Amount) 
5.) Convert time to hours (2.35 hrs) 
6.) Multiply this time by hourly wage of employee/operator to get “$XX saved per day” 
(Time Amount  in step 5 * $XX per day)   -  $XX saved per day 
7.) Divide cost of machine of software by amount “$XX saved per day” to get days to 
recover from investment 
Example:  Machine/Software cost of $500/$XX saved per day = Days to Recover 
The cheaper the investment, the less time it’ll take to recover money  
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E. Process Flow Diagram 
 
